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October SCAMPS Meeting Location

The SCAMPS’ October meeting will be held Saturday October 11th at the home of Jack Guiso located at 21751
Montbury Dr. in Lake Forest. A luncheon is planned starting at noon-call Jack at (949) 305-4005 if you

need more information about the meeting plans. Directions: 405/5 North or Southbound-exit El Toro Road
or Lake Forest Road and head Eastbound on El Toro Road to Northcrest Drive and head left until you hit
Montbury Drive and head right (only choice). If you are coming from the Inland Empire it might be faster to
take the 241 Foothill Toll Road and exit El Toro, heading west until you hit Northcrest and go right. The
rest of the direction is the same. See you there!
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SCAMPS NEWS

by Clint Brooks

Unfortunately there is news of several modelers passing this month. For those
of you who were not in the circulation of email sent around by Kevin, the news
of the passing of Bucky Walter and Gus Sundberg are reported. Here again is
the email circulated concerning Gus-the SCAMPS memebership offers
condolences to all.
It is with much sadness that I have to let you know my dad Gus has passed away
from Bone Marrow Cancer. At Dad's request, there will be no services.
The past year in particular was tough on my Dad as his mobility was greatly
impacted due to the cancer. As much as he would have liked to attend a
Contest, he simply was unable to do so.
I truly believe some of the happiest moments in his life (and mine) was when he
was flying with all of you.
Dad loved the camaraderie we share in this special hobby and reveled in the moments when an airplane flew
well. While he flew both gas and rubber models, he was particularly intrigued with flying twin pushers. As
many of you know, he was a kind hearted man always willing to share his knowledge with anyone who asked.
I feel blessed he provided the encouragement and guidance that motivated me to become involved in our
special hobby.
It will be incredibly difficult to be out at the flying field without him. My hope is to join all of you at the field
sometime next year.
I hope all of you have much success and enjoyment flying your airplanes. While you are experiencing a
particularly good flight, perhaps you could reflect on how pleased Gus is watching a model flying so well.
Sincerely,
Bob Sundberg
Al Richardson’s article concerning the Aeronca C3 prompted
some feedback from Gil Morris who is apparently similarly
afflicted with the early Aeronca aircraft and history interest.
He sent me some interesting information to compliment the
earlier article-herewith:
Hi Clint,
I read in Gas Lines, Sept. 2014, about Al Richardson’s
fascination with Aeronca as being the root of General
Aviation. I have to agree as I too researched the subject in the
1990's. I came upon a booklet copyright 1978 by the
Smithsonian Institute for the National Air and Space Museum
entitled "Aeronca C-2, The Story of the Flying Bathtub". It
details the founding of light aircraft. Not surprising, a model
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airplane builder
named Jean Roche,
a one time member of
the New York Model
Aero Club, in 1927
made what would
become the Aeronca
C-2 and later evolve
into the Aeronca C-3.
The next Chapter in the
story of the Aeronca
started in Nov. 1928
with the formation of
the Aeronautical
Corporation of
America. It had no
airplane, no designer nor even a factory. The diverse group of investors had no idea that theirs would be the
first American company to build and market a truly light plane. It would be hard to find a better example of
what model airplanes have contributed to society than the development of the Aeronca.
What could be more nostalgic than to recreate this golden age classic? From the pictures and descriptions, I
created a "stand-off" design - taking liberties to allow for a practical flying power model, such liberties as
added dihedral, elimination of external support wires but retaining the cabane, and utilizing an Ohlsson 23
front rotor engine. My best wishes to Al Richardson in crafting a full scale C-3.
Gil Morris
Now it’s official-Kevin Sherman has been inducted into the SAM Hall of Fame in 2014. Kevin shared the
handout that was circulated at the induction ceremony, and a picture of the nice plaque he was given to mark
the occasion..
"Unlike most of us in SAM, Kevin Sherman wasn't raised in
the Golden Age of Aviation. You see, he is only 49 years
old but an outstanding model enthusiast. It seems the
stimulus came from his father Gary Sherman, an
accomplished modeler, Sal Taibi, and a host of modeling
friends. His free flight interests are broad covering designs
from SAM, Nostalgia, AMA and FAI: particularly gas
models, but also rubber and electric.
Kevin has a BA degree from California State University San
Bernardino, a private pilot's license, an SCCA auto racing
license, but because of a medical condition, he no longer
flies full scale or races cars. He won the FF Grand
Championship at SAM Champs in 2001 and 2005, and was
US Free Flight Grand Champion and Old Timer Champion
at the 2011 USFFC. He has won the SCAT FAI Black Cup
contest multiple times and has won the SAM Concours
d'Elegance for best built model. He is the CD each year for
the Taibi Annual contest, Secretary/Treasurer for the
SCAMPS club as well as a past newsletter editor, Chairman
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of the SAM Engine Committee in addition to having written numerous articles for magazines. He
particularly enjoys machining, building, repairing and souping-up model engines. He has recently designed
an AMA gas model called ‘Mavstar’ and a Dawn Mulvihill called ‘Morning Glory’. But above all, he counts
his many friendships as most important."
Way to go Kevin! Congratulations from all of us in the SCAMPS.
Another milestone is coming up fast..Floyd Reck is
turning 90 years old. Chris Reck is soliciting
RSVP’s for all SCAMPs members and wives,
significant others for a party to be held October 5th at
the Downey Elks Lodge from 3-7 PM. It appears a
bash is planned with food, bar and music on the
agenda. Please let Chris know ASAP at
562-861-1735 or email skipreck@gmail.com to help
plan the party. The Elks lodge address is 11233
Woodruff Ave. Downey CA 90241. Skip sent this
vintage shot of Floyd with a large model-not sure
what it is but looks like a lot of wing and stabilizer
ribs in there-beautiful work!

September SCAMPS’ Club Contest Report
by Kevin Sherman
We arrived Wednesday September 10th at our Perris
Taibi International field at 7:15 and there were
already several flyers on site. We are getting a lot of
hot weather here late in the summer, but the temps at
the field were tolerable all day, getting to a high in the
low 90s. The weather was really ideal for a contest
with light winds all day long. The lift was sporadic
and light as well.
We had 4 events offered, HLG, CLG, F1G (Coupe)
and ABC Old Timer power combined. There were no flyers in the HLG and CLG events, and we will be
looking into changing some of the events for future club contests real soon. One addition will be Perris
Special. In talking with several of the current Perris Special flyers, we are allowing a modification to the
backbone of the fuselage which makes it look more like a Brooklyn Dodger. Instead of having a box
fuselage behind the wing, from the crutch up, we are allowing it to taper into a backbone down the center of
the airplane. This helps aerodynamically not blanking out the rudder and gets rid of the yaw instability at
launch. Testing has been done and it looks like it really improves the stability throughout the power pattern.
We are calling this the Perris Special Mk. II. So in future Perris Special events, we will allow Mk.I and Mk.
II Perris Specials in all Perris Special events. Next year in our club contests, when we offer only electric
events, the plan is to also have a Perris Special event. If you have questions about the Mk. II, you can ask
me, Hulan Matthies, Ron Thomas and others.
In our Old Timer ABC event, we would have had excellent participation, but Phil Ronney and Milon Viel
spent some of the day trying to trim out their Strato Streaks and did not participate. That left four flyers,
Ron Thomas, Ray Peel, Kevin Sherman and Jeff Carman to fight it out. Jeff Carman was flying a Playboy
with a Super Cyclone he has very few flights on. He put in only two flights for a total of 199 seconds for
fourth place. Ray Peel was flying a Strato Streak with an Elfin. It really flies well and he had no trouble
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making his first two maxes. On his third flight, he made a poor launch and it cost him just enough to drop
his third max by 17 seconds for a total of 523 seconds. Kevin Sherman flew his Clipper Mk. I with a Super
Cyclone and maxed out to make the fly-off. Ron Thomas flew his good flying Strato Streak with an Elfin
and also maxed out to make the fly-off. Engine runs were cut to 15 seconds and Ron was the first to fly his
fly-off flight. His plane flew well and he caught some decent air and made his max. Kevin went a few
minutes later and just missed the max by 2 seconds (totaled 718 seconds) putting him in second place to Mr.
“Four Max” Ron Thomas, the big winner (totaling 720 seconds).
In Coupe, there were only two flyers this time. We have had good participation in the past in Coupe, so not
sure why the participation has dropped off dramatically in recent events. I flew my old Beau Coupe in this
event. Not too long ago, another flyer was flying an FAC Moth that looped and ended up flying right into
the back of our truck and broke my Beau Coupe fuselage in half. I thought I got it repaired exactly like it
was, but it has shown to be over incidenced ever since. I made a few quick adjust before flying and got it
close. I made my first two flights maxing easily. Ted Firster flying his Candy G also made his first two
maxes easily and it looked like we were also headed for a fly-off in this event. When I put in my third flight,
I hit a little lift half way into my flight and it started a stall that continued all the way to the ground and left me
22 seconds short. Ted picked some good air for his third flight and his Candy G dethermalized from good
altitude with a third nice max and the win with 360 seconds and a max out.
There was a lot of test flying going on after the contest because of the ideal conditions. Ray Peel was flying
a new Korda Diamond with an OS .25 conversion on it. The model is short coupled and a little finicky to
trim. The model looped just missing a crash, tried to come into the right, and did lots of other maneuvers,
narrowly missing the ground several times, but always recovered and never hit hard. We got to laughing
“With him”, saying “If you had nine lives with that model, he just spent them all!” Eventually he started to
get a handle on it and the model looks like it has promise. Ted Firster tried to fly his new Sailplane, but had
trouble with the fuel siphoning out of the tank, so it would only run on the prime. He said he will take it
home and look at it. Milon Viel also was flying Tom Hammonds’ old Sailplane and tried an ROG which did
not go well doing several ground loops before pitching over on the nose when it hit a bush. Fernando Ramos
was testing a new small rubber model that shows promise and Hal Wightman continues to tame his electric
powered Tom Boy. The new FAC group Roger Willis has brought along continues to be regular participants
at Perris, most flying the FAC Moths that was their first project.
Thanks to all who came out and flew with us!
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